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LetClicks is actually a SaaS application that lets and never having to write extended explanations, Facebook
users add photos, including GIFs, and post them on Facebook. Threads that are photograph seem like a
substantial rectangular post on Facebook, engaging your audiences to comment or take action. Given that
they complete the whole display in your portable system these articles are absolutely eye catching and will
rarely be overlooked.
LetClicks review - How Can LetClicks Perform?

https://crownreviews.com/letclicks-review/:
Special Characteristics of LetClicks:
Produce Clickable Picture Links
LetClicks allows you to produce links that Facebook may show as ideal squared picture links, producing the
photos clickable and ready for optimum reach, likes, comments, shares, diamond and undoubtedly ticks
Facebook articles with images notice 2.3X more wedding than those without pictures. Posts with pictures, get
almost double the reach then impression articles that are regular.
Create Clickable Video Hyperlinks
85% of movies on Facebook are viewed without audio. With posting GIF (Graphics Interchange Format) lively
pictures to LetClicks, you are able to make video-like images which can be 100% Clickable.
Simply Clone Your Image Link Threads
Once you have produced your Image Link and put your Redirect Link you're set-to ARTICLE your photograph.
But what if you want to make use of the same picture again with another redirect link? No problem!
View Post Details in One Single Look
Monitor your LetClicks posts and see just how many ticks you get on your image link posts! Begin to see the
success of one's impression article and conform and modify centered on press efficiency
Based On Dell that began using GIF pictures inside their e-mail:
• 42% upsurge in transformation fee
• 103% escalation in revenue
• 109% upsurge in click price
Alter Pictures With PhotoLink Optimizer
Whether you will want Blurred History on the basis of the photograph you've selected or possibly a solid
color, you take your pick
Not ALL of one's pictures will soon be properly squared for use through LetClicks Image Links. To not worry,
cause we have your back! Contained in LetClicks, you will discover A Picture Publisher that produces perfect
squared photos for you personally.
Manage Your Activities With LetClicks Link Pools

for just about any of the jobs you might want to prepare, LetClicks offers you the capacity to generate pools
of Links as possible mix together, to help you begin to see the effectiveness of one's Photograph articles
across your image post campaigns.
Link To Fullscreen facebook Movies
Produce LetClicks picture link that redirect to full-screen facebook videos! You are able to set the movie after
the LetClicks impression link is visited, to autoplay
Your Personal Image Collection In LetClicks
With LetClicks you will get your own personal Picture Catalogue! Publish images, save edited images, focus
images and remove (per-item or in bulk).
Add Pictures from your own desktop or simple use our "Fetch Image From URL" function.
Add Your Pixel For Max Retargeting
LetClicks allows you to contain any Pixel you made a decision to include together with your impression
article. In this manner you'll be able to Monitor Article Presses and Retarget People which have visited with
Precise Advertising Campaigns on your own pictures.
Organize Your Plans With Link Groups & Lists
With LetClicks Lists you are ready to generate distinct lists, so you can differentiate between various markets
or goals.
With LetClicks Communities, you are capable to make separate groups to prepare your photograph links for
various factors. Just Filter by team inside your "My Links" Dashboard
Completely Certified with Facebook Conditions
The LetClicks Team uses the Facebook API to attach with users. the user creates a Facebook Program make
it possible for Complete Control within the Facebook Application you need to include Privacy Policies and
Conditions of Service.
LetClicks also includes plenty of characteristics such as…
• Group: Party impression links together to organize your impression post strategies.
• Image Editor: Image Editor guarantees all of your articles are completely squared for best landscapes.
• Filters: Easily use filters to successfully select categories of impression articles for almost any campaign.
• Posting Images: Simply threads photo links and GIF links on your own timeline, in-groups or in your
fanpage.
• Redirect on Click: Redirect to any destination link you decide on after-image articles are clicked.
• Clone Links: Clone links and recycle your photographs for numerous redirect spots.
• Retargeting: Add following rules for your articles to re-target customers with Google or Facebook ads.
• Clean Design: a breeze touse with clear and intuitive dashboard & designs.
simply with your Facebook account.
• Help: oneclick support workplace switch right inside the software.
• Evaluation & Reports: Obtain comprehensive click reports with visitor, device, program, and geological
knowledge per picture articles.
How It Functions:
STEP 1: ADD
2: POST

STAGE 3: PROFIT
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vSobHA4jSL0&feature=youtu.be
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